
1. Discussion of a resolution concerning Zoom (James Millward, History) 
a. This resolution responds to repeated cases of the Zoom Corporation violating freedom of speech 

and academic freedom by unilaterally shutting down meetings, including campus meetings 
sponsored by university faculty and approved by universities as campus events.  

b. Judd Nicholson had convened an ad hoc group over the summer to discuss security concerns. The 
immediate concern was PRC censorship and the newly-passed Hong Kong national security law; 
similar concerns are faced by faculty who teach sensitive topics or who have been targeted by 
extreme political groups. He will set up an UIS advisory committee on which faculty would 
serve; we need an advisory committee for IT services anyway. This will be formed under the 
Faculty Senate. 

c. It’s a good idea for us to make some sort of formal statement about this, not only for Georgetown 
but for the overall academic community because of the instances of Zoom shutting down 
meetings. Reaching into universities and shutting down meetings sets a dangerous precedent for 
outside companies with which universities have contracts and the limits that they set on academic 
freedom. There’s a contradiction between academic freedom as defined in AAUP guidelines and 
our faculty handbook and Zoom’s decisions to not allow academic speech to go forward. We 
should be able to work in some kind of penalty with Zoom and create a bulwark against a third 
party infringing on academic freedom or making their own legal determination. This would 
pressure on Zoom; also, competition is vital for the tech sector and can encourage them to 
improve. This issue is distinguished from broader discussions about social media platforms with 
which we do not have a contract. 

d. We don’t want to eliminate Zoom entirely but supplement it with other platforms such as 
Microsoft Teams or Webex.  We should make the alternatives easier to find.  

e. Some raised concerns about students or faculty getting confused or overburdened by multiple 
platforms and didn’t want to mess with Canvas at this point. 

f. Others strongly supported the resolution and urged that we understand the history of censorship 
by Zoom; for example, an event on Arab-Israeli relations was shut down. The main point here is 
that by using Zoom as the main platform for teaching and for academic events, Georgetown is 
abdicating its rights to determine academic freedom to a body that is not related to the university. 
It was also recommended to circulate a statement to educate the university. The proposed 
resolution is just about advertising alternatives and doesn’t require people to do anything. 

g. Eddie Maloney pointed out that although we have alternatives already available and can make 
them easy to find, those companies may be even more aggressive than Zoom.   

h. Wayne Davis recommended that these sections of Jim Millward’s resolution, discussed at the 
meeting, be included in the minutes to explain the context of the motion: 

a. “In light of repeated cases of the Zoom Corporation violating freedom of speech and academic freedom by 
unilaterally shutting down meetings, including campus meetings by university faculty and approved by 
universities as campus events;” 

i. “In the recent case at State University of San Francisco, SUSF President Lynn Mahoney stated that 
‘we also recognize that Zoom is a private company that has the right to set its own terms of service 
in its contracts with users.’  The committee should determine whether Georgetown's contract with 
Zoom similarly allows Zoom to cite ‘terms of service’ as a reason to censor academic content on 
our campus and consider ways to prevent Zoom using its own unilateral determination of what is 
legal or not to censor campus speech.  In its censorship of events related to Tiananmen and Hong 
Kong, Zoom claimed "local laws" in the PRC as a reason to block meetings in the USA, without 
stipulating which laws.  In the Sept. 2020 blocking of meetings regarding Palestine at SUSF, Zoom 
claimed US laws as a reason, though SUSF itself found that no laws would be broken.  Zoom 
assures universities that it honors academic freedom, but if it can, whenever faced with third party 
political pressure, unilaterally assert that this law or that law necessitates its censorship, then such 
assurances are meaningless.  Contracts must have teeth to assure proper service from Zoom, just as 
they would from any other contractor.” 

ii. “Note: The AAUP Principles state, in part, "teachers are entitled to freedom in the classroom in 
discussing their subject" (and of course, Zoom now is our classroom). The Georgetown Faculty 
Handbook section III.C.I states: 



1. Free inquiry and unconstrained publication of the results of inquiry are at the heart of a 
university. Our University commitment to academic freedom supports all faculty (and 
professional librarians) in research, teaching, and professional service in and beyond the 
University by protecting free inquiry and free expression. Faculty enjoy academic 
freedom in the classroom, the laboratory, the studio, the library, and all the domains of 
their academic activity.” 

 
Motion 2: The Main Campus Executive Faculty calls on Georgetown University and University 
Information Systems to: 
a) Develop and publicize alternatives to Zoom so that it no longer enjoys a monopoly as on-line 

classroom platform and meeting platform at Georgetown. 
b) Have the UIS advisory committee to promptly look at the text of Georgetown’s contracts 

with Zoom. The charge of the committee shall include: 
• To work with University counsel and representatives of the CIO's office and CNDLS, to 

determine whether, to what extent, and in what way the contract allows Zoom to block or 
censor Georgetown affiliated meetings, classes, conferences, webinars and so on.  The 
committee should discuss language to prohibit, limit and / or penalize Zoom's ability to curtail 
on academic freedom in violation of AAUP guidelines and university norms. 

• If the committee determines that Georgetown University's contract with Zoom indeed 
allows Zoom to censor academic content, then recommendations should be made to preserve 
academic freedom. If Georgetown University contracts with a third party in such a way that 
compromises the academic freedoms of the university community, especially when that third 
party controls the virtual space in which we now conduct all our classes and meetings, that is 
a violation of the 1940 AAUP principles of academic freedom and of the Georgetown Faculty 
Handbook.  

• Recommend prompt steps to resolve any unsustainable conflict between principles of 
academic freedom and the contract with the Zoom Corporation.   

Motion approved: 47-1-0. 
 

i. Jim Millward asked for clarification as to when the work of this committee would 
begin. Judd Nicholson explained that it could be formed before the end of the 
semester an that these items would be addressed. 

 


